
(MAIN EXAM) 
 
 

DIPLOMA IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STAGE FIVE SEMESTER TWO 
 

CIT 2201: INTERNET APPLICATION 1  
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Answer Question ONE and ANY other two Questions 

a) Define Style Sheet       2mks 
b) CSS can be incorporated in a HTML page in various ways. Discuss those siting examples 

of each.        6mks 
c) “CSS Saves a Lot of Work!” agree or disagree with this statement (4 Marks) 
d) JavaScript has three kinds of popup boxes. List and describe how each one of them can 

be applied in an organization’s website to improve its usability (9mks) 
e) Discuss the benefits of using CSS in a website   4mks 
f) Using an example describe the syntax of any cascading style rule (5 Marks) 

 
 
QUESTION TWO (20marks) 

a) Indicate what will be displayed on the browser regarding this code:           4mks 
<!DOCTYPE html>   
<html>   
<head>   
<style>   
#para1 {   
text-align: center;   
color: blue;   
}   
</style>   
</head>   
<body>   
<p id="para1">My CSS paragragh</p>   
<p>This is the second paragraph</p>   
</body>   

</html> 

b) Discuss the various disadvantages of using inline CSS during website development 
(4mks) 

c) CSS and Javascript provides two types of comments during development. Discuss the 
two giving examples of each.      4mks 

d) JavaScript can be used during website development for various reasons. Discuss THREE 
uses of JavaScript in website development    6mks 

e) State two ways in which JavaScript can be incorporated in a web page.  2mks 
 



QUESTION THREE (20MKS) 
a) JavaScript scripting language is an object oriented language that supports array object. 

State the THREE ways to construct array in JavaScript giving an example of each.           
6mks   

b) Data and Form validation is important in website development. Discuss the importance of 
validation.              3mks  

c) Write what will be displayed by the following code:         5mks 
<script>   
for (i=1; i<=5; i++)   
{   
document.write(i + "<br/>")   
}   

                         </script> 
d) Write an HTML code that would display the following window.  6mks 

Price of Fruits 
Fruit Price 

Apple Ksh 10 

Orange Ksh 15 

Banana Ksh 15 

Pineapple Ksh. 10 

 
 
QUESTION FOUR (20MKS) 

a) JavaScript has three kinds of pop up boxes. List and describe each one of them can be used 
to improve your webpage                       6mks 

b) By use of CSS selector ID, write a code to give the first paragraph element color red and 
second paragraph to have green color.    6mks 

c) Define the following terms:      4mks 
i) HTML 
ii)  CSS 
iii)  Cascading 
iv) Inline 

d) Write a JavaScript code implementing use of document.write(), to get the sum of two 
variable inputs.       4mks 

 
QUESTION FIVE (20mrks) 
 

a) Write a javascript code to display EVEN numbers from 10 to 60  6mks 
b) Discuss the key importance of CSS in HTML page    4mks 
c) Discuss the CSS syntax rule       6mks 
d) Giving an example, explain universal selector in CSS    4mks 


